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About This Content

Gear up with this Equipment Pack! Comes with both armor and accessories.

Includes the following:

Gamindustri Ultimate Armor Set Type-A

Gamindustri Ultimate Armor Set Type-B

Scout Pack

Eye Mask Set

Protruding Spirit

Fallen Neptune
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Title: Megadimension Neptunia VII Equipment Pack
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Idea Factory, Compile Heart
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 2.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 17 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Shader v5 or newer

English,Japanese
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If you don't mind the low resolution(640x480 & can't be changed), totally recommend it!!!. Impossible to beat. Trust me, you'll
run around endlessly looking for this last door which does not exist. There are bugs and glitches everywhere. It's a waste of time,
save your money.. What an oddly entertaining game. This is one of these games that, when i was younger, it blew my mind with
how cool it looked. It's a great game and if i ever have kids, this is one the games ill show them.. This game is very polished,
simple and fun to play. Disregard all the negative reviews. Some of us are okay with auto-fire! The game is easy to play, but
maybe too easy for some players. Young kid will love it! If you ever liked the old Choplifter game, this is pretty much the same,
but with blocky Minecraftish graphics and auto-fire.

I fully recommend this game for nostalgic reasons and because it's fun to play IMO! It's only $4! What do people want these
days for 1/2 the price of a meal?

The game runs silky smooth on my MacBook Pro:

Hardware Overview:

Model Name: MacBookPro 11,5 (Mid 2015)
Processor Name: Intel Core i7
Processor Speed: 2.8 GHz
Number of Processors: 1
Total Number of Cores: 4
L2 Cache (per Core): 256 KB
L3 Cache: 6 MB
Memory: 16 GB Type: DDR3 Speed: 1600 MHz
Video Card: AMD Radeon R9 M370X, VRAM 2048 MB

Operating System: OS X El Capitan version 10.11.6 (64 bit OS)
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I never played the 1st Culling, have only watched my favorite streamer play it a lot, and bought it because they wanted to plan
matches vs. subbies. I play PUBg casually, and it's not my usual genre, but even so could immediately see the easy access to
everything and overabundance of guns totally killed the original melee and crafting fun. The size of the map and lack of players,
game machiniques are also a problem. I'm in Europe, never could get a game on EU server at all. I can understand why so many
people are angry, but you can make it fun if you don't take it too seriously, but for the price?

I think they make the original character so ugly to encourage you to win or place high to get some funds to buy customizations
for appearance. I prefer games that may be simpler, without skins and all that crap, but are high on quality. Too many poor
copies, even lower quality full releases are out there, and devs are being lazy money-grabbers in my opinion, just trying to hop
on the party train. Some get funding because of who and what they are, when there are so many really original ideas, games and
higher dedication and skill level game designers/makers out there who can't get a buck or promo.

Too high a price for this kind of game when you have FTP ones that are better or more worthy minority devs (wonderful ladies,
indigenous people, mixed teams) who can't catch a break and get funding who are really being innovative or expanding on a
unique concept. The Culling had that before.. This game brings a whole new meaning to the term "playing with yourself"!

But in all seriousness this game brings a fun and interesting new way to think and play into the gaming world. This game really
got me thinking about timing and positioning for the future you to progress to the next level\/area. Not only are you striving to
complete the simple and challenging puzzles, but you're also helping\/hindering yourself around each new corner. "Did I move
to soon?" As I thought to myself. "Is this where I needed to stand?".

I game handles smoothly, a few graphical\/texture bugs but not bad. Animations for the character could use a bit more work, in
my opinion. Level design was unique and fluid, although I purposely tried to leave areas and got stuck (my own fault not the
games).

Definitely a grab if you would like a fun game that makes you think ahead, albeit a little short for my taste. I'd give it a 8\/10!.
1st episode must be played to fully enjoy this one.
If you liked the 1st one, you will like this one. If you didn't...
6\/10.. This is best game. So good, been playing for many many hour.
Much love!
Pride Russia.. This game tries to sell you on a premise right out of the gate. I think it does, the stages feel pretty nice, and
getting the scores are part of the challenge. I like what i've played, however brief. It is a solid rhythm game that keeps you on
the toes as it dances about. I don't know about the length, but the music, the graphics, and the whole approach just nabs you and
doesnt let go. If its as short as other reviews say, I can see getting it on sale. But I'd get dlc for this in a heartbeat. Easily worth
5-10 bucks for what you are getting I would think, especially going back for challenges.

So, i hope that this review gives you a glimpse from a music fan. (And to give my hands a break on the constant movement that
the stages demand.). My speed running record is 53 seconds, and even that is slow!
Beat the game twice, and then refunded with only 4 minutes of playtime!
(I had to open the game and wait a minute to post this review). An interesting passtime to mix worms and golf.. It's ok. On the
surface it's a good tower defense game with caterpillars fighting each other with machine guns and such. My main problem with
the game is that have to grind a little in order to progress by going back to previous levels and earning more apples to upgrade
your army. Don't get me wrong, it's still a fun game but the grinding took me out of the moment and I was just not feeling it for
the game. 6/10 for me.. Pretty enjoyable game. Guide your ball in 3rd person perspective to the goal and pickup stuff to
enhance your visuals. Levels start off easy and relaxing but get hardcore pretty fast. It's community driven so I'm sure it will get
variety a pretty long time.. TRASH, I thought it would be fun, its nothing more cash grab. bad tracking, bad graphics bad
gamplay. 50% it will freeze you computer and not load or not let you quite the game. DO NOT GET.
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